
Tala Knuckle Table - EU 



Thoughtful lighting, responsibly designed in London



Knuckle Table Lamp 



The ideal work from home solution 



Inspiration - British hardwoods and simple, natural forms  



Knuckle Table Lamp  

A new and improved version of our popular Touch Lamps, the Knuckle 

Table Lamp pairs hand-turned, FSC-certified oak and walnut with a 

polished brass base to create a timeless fixture for any interior.

Available as a standalone fixture, or pre-packed with one of our 

best-selling LED bulbs: the Sphere IV or Voronoi I. Knuckle Table Lamp 

product range:



Features

Updated with a custom trailing-edge in line dimmer to utilise our new 
dim-to-warm technology and help set the mood in your space. 

The knuckle fixtures are expertly crafted from 50mm dowels of FSC grade 
Oak and Walnut. 

The smooth cylindrical forms are turned, sanded and buffered down to 
48mm to minimise waste and accentuate the simple form. 

Comes with a weighted satin brass base for extra stability and classic 
detailing. Features a 3 meter braided cord for those hard to reach sockets. 

Pre-packaged with either a Sphere IV LED or the Voronoi I LED. 



Oak Knuckle Table Lamp with Sphere IV LED  

Choose to pair with the Sphere IV for superior dimming performance 
with a matte white opal glass look.

OAK-SPHR-IV-01-EU



Oak Knuckle Table Lamp with Voronoi I LED  

Choose to pair with the Voronoi I for the sculptural and ambient designer look. 

OAK-VORN-IV-01-EU



Walnut Knuckle Table Lamp with Sphere IV LED  

WALT-SPHR-IV-01-EU

Choose to pair with Sphere IV for superior dimming performance with a 
matte white opal glass look.



Walnut Knuckle Table Lamp with Voronoi I LED  

WALT-VORN-IV-01-EU

Choose to pair with Voronoi for the sculptural and ambient designer look. 



Knuckle Table Lamp packaging - Drop Ship ready  



A perfect pair - match with our Knuckle Pendants



Pricing EU 

EANRRP
EXCL. VAT

SIZE
W/Ø x L mm

RRP
INC. VAT

MATERIAL PCS/ 
CARTON

DescriptionSKU CODEIMAGES



Thank you 

Let’s collaborate! 

Contact your local rep or 
sales@tala.co.uk for 
pre-orders

mailto:sales@tala.co.uk

